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Introduction
u

Current situation
u

Global lack of medical physicists
u

Especially in diagnostic imaging

u

Clinically Qualified Medical Physicist (CQMP)

u

Implementation of regular QC is poor

u

Regulatory requirements are not sufficient

u

Technology is becoming more complex

u

Even in developed countries, regular radiographic
QC is often not performed.
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Support For Remote
Facilities
u

In many areas of the world, medical physics support
is minimal or non-existent

u

Many facilities have little or no guidance to
implement a quality assurance program

u

Imaging devices may go for their entire useful life
without ever being tested

u

Quality control functions may never evaluate
whether a given image is actually of adequate
diagnostic quality

u

Can lead to inadequate patient care and excessive
radiation exposure
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Support For Remote
Facilities
u

Request from the Scientific Committee of the
IAEA/WHO Network of Secondary Standards and
Dosimetry Laboratories (2014)

u

IAEA project
u

u

u

Implementation of a Remote and Automated Quality
Control Program for Radiography and Mammography

One Clinically Qualified Medical Physicist (CQMP)
can:
u

Provide support for multiple facilities

u

Ensure consistent performance with fewer visits

Enables radiographic facilities of any size to initiate a
technologist radiographic QC program.
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Intent of the Project
u

Cover both radiography and mammography

u

Be simple and economical

u

Provide a quality assessment with quantitative
metrics
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The Committee
u

Harry Delis, PhD, IAEA, Vienna, Austria

u

Hilde Bosmans, PhD, University Hospitals Leuven,
Belgium

u

Patricia Mora, MS, University of Costa Rica

u

Manuel Arreola, PhD, University of Florida, USA

u

Guozhi Zhang, PhD, University Hospitals, Leuven,
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u
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USA
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Committee Response
u

Modern technologies allow us to exploit the
advantages of computer networks and
processing

u

Created simple and inexpensive test objects

u

Created automated image analysis software

u

Requires minimal staff time

u

Local data collection

u

Can do local or remote analysis

u

Remote review of data by CQMP
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IAEA Publication (in
process)
u

A completely new methodology has been developed by
the drafting committee and is presented in the
publication.
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IAEA Remote QC
Workflow
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IAEA Radiography
Phantom
u

A target plate made of a 28 cm × 28 cm × 0.5 cm
sheet of PMMA
u

u

5 cm × 5 cm × 0.2 cm Cu square
u

Angled 2°-5° WRT the edges of the target plate

u

MTF determination

1 cm × 1 cm × 0.4 cm Al square
u

u

CNR determination

A 10 cm × 10 cm × 0.2 cm Cu
u

The main attenuator for the phantom

u

May be multiple thinner plates stacked together if
this is more cost effective
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IAEA Mammography
Phantom
u

A target plate made of a 24 cm × 30 cm × 0.5 cm
sheet of PMMA
u

u

5 cm × 5 cm × 1 mm Cu square
u

Angled 2°-5° WRT the edges of the target plate

u

MTF determination

1 cm × 1 cm × 0.2 mm Al square
u

u

CNR determination

A 24 cm × 30 cm × 4 cm PMMA
u

The main attenuator for the phantom

u

May be multiple thinner plates stacked together if
this is more cost effective
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ATIA Software
u

Automated Tool for
Image Analysis

u

Drag DICOM image
onto home screen for
analysis

u

CSV file with results
produced

u

Very important that the
“raw” or “for processing”
image data be provided
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ATIA Software
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ATIA in Radiography
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ATIA in Mammography
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Reported by ATIA
u

If in DICOM header
u

kVp

u

mAs

u

Exposure index

u

Patient exposure

u

Detector exposure

u

Signal-noise ratio (SNR)

u

Signal difference-noise ratio (SDNR)
Modulation transfer function (MTF)

u

u

u
u
u

Both directions

Normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS)
Detectability index (d’)
Artifacts via variance map
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ATIA Results
CSV file
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Detectability Index
u

u

Very difficult to directly relate phantom
performance to clinical performance
u

What MTF is needed to see something?

u

What noise level is acceptable?

u

Task-dependent

The detectability index expresses the detectability
of objects for some given geometry, object size
and shape and a measure of large area image
contrast
u

DIRECTLY related to a clinical detection task

u

d’(D=o.1 mm) ~ detection of microcalcifications

u

d’(D=0.25 mm) ~ detection of small nodules
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Detectability Index
u

The equation for d’ is not trivial:
𝑑! =

u
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But it is easily calculated (in software) from the
simple IAEA phantom
u

All of the terms can be measured from the
background, the aluminum square, and the MTF of
the copper square edge
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ATIA Control Charts
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Variance Map
u

ATIA also allows for easy visualization of artifacts

u

Variance map
u

Thumbnail images of the variance of small ROIs in
the original image

u

Enhance the appearance of the artefacts

u

Images are color-coded
u

u

Each color represents a predetermined percentage
deviation from the variance in a reference position.

Variance map thumbnails are very small and easily
transmitted
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Variance Map Example:
Mammography
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Variance Map Example:
Radiography

100 kB

7.1 MB
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July
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Conclusion
u

IAEA program allows a CQMP and the local
technologist to remotely monitor clinical
performance remotely and with minimal time
investment per unit

Technologists can be easily trained to acquire the
images
u Must ensure that system is optimized before
starting the program
u

u

u

d’ provides insight regarding the clinical
performance

Radiographic QC can be easily performed on a
regular basis.
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Questions?
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